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(The inspiration for this puzzle, as seen on
the shelf  in the background of  Elyot Grant’s
“30 Puzzle Design Lessons” on YouTube.)

#thiscaptionisnotapuzzle
#thosevideosarenotapuzzle
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REINTERPRETATION

TRANSCENDENTALLY

SURREALISTIC

TACTLESSNESS

MOISTEST

THRACIAN

WIRELESS

MISCONSTRUCTIONS

Instructions:
 The 12 words above are to be placed toroidally around the three rings of this puzzle.  Once 
correctly placed, 20 words will also be formed poloidally around the rings.  (You will find three lists 
down below which have been provided for the sake of confirmation.)

When you’ve identified these twenty words, there will be four other poloidal rings (two on the red 
ring; one on the yellow ring; one on the green ring) which will allow you to extract the final answer   
(XXXXXX XX XXXXXXXX) to this puzzle.

INFILTRATORS

MICROBIOLOGY

MULTILATERAL

PAPERWEIGHTS

Red Ring

A bog
A Disney character

A marine animal
Sediment
A stake
A dance

Yellow Ring

Vegetables
The name of a cloud

A finish line
A womanʼs name

A fine fellow
A fish

A statesman

Green Ring

A pie
An outer covering

“This”
Some birds

A part of your eye
A verb

A form of water



A net . . . just in case you’d like 
to make your own model of this.  
Print this twice each on three 
different colors of paper . . . or 
simply print it on white paper 
six times and color it yourself !

(This net, obviously, is missing 
the two extra cubes for each ring 
that you can’t see.  This is for 
ease of construction, since 
when the model is finished, no 
one will be able to tell whether 
those six extra “hidden” cubes 
are actually there or not, but 
they can still intuit that all the 
rings should still be complete !)

(This page is related to,
but not actually part of,
the puzzle.  Just an extra

resource/artifact for you!)


